Bedside study of cerebral critical closing pressure in patients with severe traumatic brain injury: a transcranial Doppler study.
Cerebral critical closing pressure (CrCP) is the arterial pressure (AP) below which small arterial cerebral vessels collapse. Our objective was to estimate cerebral CrCP in 12 severe TBI patients, relating transcranial Doppler flow velocity (FV) and AP data. FV, intracranial pressure (ICP) and invasive AP were prospectively acquired at 50 Hz. CrCP was estimated using three methods (M): M(1): amplitude ratio of FV/AP first harmonics; M(2): AP axis intersection of the regression line between systolic and diastolic values of FV and AP; M(3): AP axis intersection of the regression line between decreasing AP and FV simultaneous values. There were 12 patients. Frequent negative CrCP values were found. Average M(1):-12 mmHg; M(2):-33 mmHg; M(3):-43 mmHg. Correlation between the three methods was significant (P < 0.01). M(1) showed the lowest range and more positive values. The better limits of agreement (Bland and Altman test) were between M(2) and M(3). The frequently found negative values do not allow us for the moment, to use any of these three methods for clinical guidance.